The approach of solving geometric constraints involving inequalities proposed by Hong and others uses triangular decomposition, solution formulas, and quantifier elimination. We show that for generating dynamic diagrams automatically the performance of this approach can be enhanced, in terms of stability of numeric computation and quality of generated diagrams, when the used solution formulas of cubic and quartic equations are replaced by newly introduced real solution formulas with inequality constraints. Several examples are presented to illustrate the enhanced approach and to demonstrate the advantages and effectiveness of the new solution formulas. An implementation of the enhanced approach in Java with interface to Epsilon and QEPCAD for automated generation of dynamic diagrams is outlined and some experimental data are provided.
INTRODUCTION
This paper presents an approach and its implementation for automatically generating dynamic diagrams, which are distinct from other existing approaches and implementations by their capabilities of dealing with inequality constraints and ensuring numeric stability in diagram animation. A static diagram is a figure of fixed geometric objects Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. SAC '12 March 25-29, 2012 , Riva del Garda, Italy. Copyright 2011 ACM 978-1-4503-0857-1/12/03 ...$10.00. satisfying certain geometric constraints or properties. A dynamic diagram is a segment of program or a piece of software that encodes information about movable geometric objects involved in a family of static diagrams and about the constraints among these objects and that can produce sequences of static diagrams of the family by updating the values of some control parameters, usually under mouse action, and show each sequence graphically on computer screen as an animation. The geometric specification of a dynamic diagram by a set of geometric objects and a set of geometric constraints among the geometric objects may be translated, automatically and in most cases, into a semi-algebraic system of equalities and inequalities with parameters. The generation of a dynamic diagram amounts to producing a segment of program that implements the process of solving the corresponding parametric semi-algebraic system and visualize the geometric configurations corresponding to the real solutions of the system for changing values of the parameters.
A large number of software systems are available for producing static and dynamic diagrams interactively or (semi-) automatically. We name a few of them, Cabri, 1 Cinderella, specifications into easy-to-draw 9 geometric constructions using graph analysis and rule-based reasoning. We refer to [7] for an account of such methods and approaches. Note that most of the approaches are proposed to deal with geometric constraints involving equalities only, despite that inequality constraints occur very frequently in real-world problems of geometry.
The problem of solving real geometric constraints involving inequalities was addressed first by Hong and his coauthors in [9] . The proposed approach allows one to handle geometric constraints involving order relations such as "inside," "external," and "between." We follow this approach (referred to as the HLLW approach) and place our emphasis on dealing with inequality constraints and on automating the entire process of dynamic diagram generation (as done in GEOTHER [15] ).
The HLLW approach is applicable for solving such geometric constraint problems that may be transformed into triangular semi-algebraic systems of equalities of degree less than 5 and inequalities of arbitrary degree with parameters. The degree restriction is posed because of its use of solution formulas of equations by radicals. For any constraint problem expressed as a semi-algebraic system, the approach works by first decomposing the set of equality constraints into finitely many irreducible triangular sets. Then, for each triangular set with inequality constraints, the space of parameters is decomposed into finitely many domains by means of real quantifier elimination, such that associated with each domain there is a set of explicit expressions of the dependent variables in terms of the parameters (and the previous dependent variables) with radicals. In this way, the semi-algebraic system is decomposed into finitely many (weak) solution representations by radicals (or SRRs for short, see [9, p. 184] ) such that the set of real solutions of the system is equal to the union of the sets of real solutions given by the (weak) SRRs. For any given values of the parameters, if they satisfy the parameter constraints in some (weak) SRRs, then the values of the dependent variables may be easily computed by direct evaluation of the corresponding explicit expressions.
In this paper, we enhance the HLLW approach by replacing the Ferro-Cardano-type solution formulas of cubic equations used there with newly introduced Lagrange-type real solution formulas with inequality constraints and by incorporating new real solution formulas of quartic equations with inequality constraints. The new formulas involving no division by small numbers are recalled in Section 2 and the process of dynamic diagram generation using the enhanced HLLW approach is sketched and illustrated by an example in Section 3. We present the results of our studies on three geometric configurations, the configuration of Apollonius circles and the dynamic diagrams for Feuerbach's and Thébault-Taylor's theorems, in Section 4 to demonstrate the advantages and effectiveness of the new solution formulas and the enhanced approach. In Section 5, implementation of the enhanced approach in Java with interface to Epsilon and QEPCAD for automated generation of dynamic diagrams is discussed and some experimental data are provided. The paper is concluded with a few remarks in Section 6. 9 e.g., with ruler and compass or other basic drawing tools [5] 
REAL SOLUTION FORMULAS OF CUBIC AND QUARTIC EQUATIONS WITH CONSTRAINTS
In this section, we recall the real convention of square and cubic roots and the Lagrange-type real solution formulas of cubic equations and quartic equations with constraints introduced in [19, 10] . These formulas will be compared with the Ferro-Cardano-type solution formulas used in [9] .
Definition 1 (Real Convention [19] ). The real convention chooses the square root 2 
√
x and cubic root
Let ∧, ∨, ⇒, and ¬ stand for the logical connectives "and", "or", "imply", and "not" respectively. Denote by R the field of real numbers and R[x] the ring of polynomials in x with real coefficients. The following result is proved in [19] .
Theorem 1 (Real Solution Formulas: Cubic [19] ). Let
and Γ(x) be a formula composed by ∧, ∨, ⇒, and ¬ of polynomial equality and inequality relations in x, the coefficients of f (x), and other parameters. Then for all x ∈ R,
where
The reader may compare the above formulas with those in [9, Prop. 3] . The formulas in the following theorem, parallel to Theorem 1, are somewhat more complicated. A complete proof of the result is quite involved. The details are given in the paper [10] under preparation.
where 
Note that the number r of distinct real roots of f can be determined by using the complete discrimination system [17] , which is a set of explicit expressions in the coefficients of f . The real solution formulas given in the above two theorems avoid division by small numbers and thus the numerically unstable case near "0/0" (i.e., both the numerator and the denominator are close to zero). On the contrary, the conventional solution formulas used in [9] for f (x) = x 3 + a2x 2 + a1x + a0 involve quotients of the form (3 a1 − a √ −3 p1 and p1 is the discriminant of f (as in Theorem 1). It may be easily verified that, when a1, a2 and a3 contain a common factor depending on the parameters, this expression leads to the near "0/0" case for some values of the parameters.
For geometric constraint solving as well as other applications, one needs to solve polynomial equations with gradually changing coefficients, for which a solution formula with divisions may encounter near "0/0" and thus may result in significant numeric errors. Therefore, the solution formulas given in Theorems 1 and 2 above are computationally better in terms of numeric stability and geometric continuity for dynamic diagram animation. The example of Apollonius circles in Section 4 will illustrate the practical advantages of using these new formulas over the previous ones.
The formulas in Theorems 1 and 2 are presented for normalized f (which has leading coefficient 1). The polynomials in triangular sets may have initials (i.e., leading coefficients with respect to leading variables) which are not constants but depend on the parameters. Such initials may appear in the denominators of the solution formulas. They cannot be zero because in the process of triangular decomposition, inequation constraints are added to rule out the case in which the initials vanish. However, the appearance of nonconstant initials in the denominators of the formulas cannot be avoided and may cause problems when the initials are very close to zero. This can also be seen from the example of Apollonius circles.
GENERATING DYNAMIC DIAGRAMS WITH INEQUALITY CONSTRAINTS
Now we present the main algorithmic steps for automatically generating dynamic diagrams with inequality constraints based on the enhanced HLLW approach and give an example to illustrate the approach used in the process of diagram generation.
Let O be a set of geometric objects in a geometric space (e.g., Euclidean plane or space) and C a set of geometric constraints among the objects in O. The problem of dynamic diagram generation is to decide whether the objects in O can be placed in the space such that the constraints in C are all satisfied; if so, construct, for any given assignment of allowable values to the parameters, one or several static diagrams that satisfy the constraints. We use inequality constraints to describe order relations of the objects such as "between,""internal," and "outside" and use inequality or inequation constraints to rule out degenerate cases in which diagrams cannot be properly constructed. For dynamic animation, parametric values are given successively with small changes, static diagrams are constructed accordingly, and their motion may then be shown on screen.
Denote by x1, . . . , xn the coordinates of points and other geometric entities involved in the objects of O; then the set C of constraints together with the conditions to exclude some degenerate cases may be expressed as a semi-algebraic system. The geometric constraint solving problem is then reduced to solving this semi-algebraic system.
Using the HLLW approach enhanced with the real solution formulas in Theorems 1 and 2 to solve parametric semialgebraic systems, the process for automated generation of dynamic diagrams involving inequality constraints consists of the following steps (see [9] and also [13] ).
1. Assign coordinates to the points involved in the geometric objects and introduced other variables if neces-sary, so that the geometric constraints are expressed as a semi-algebraic system of equalities and inequalities. 2. Decompose the semi-algebraic system into finitely many weak SRRs using the enhanced HLLW approach. 3. Determine the free and semi-free points according to the identification of the variables x1, . . . , xn into parameters and dependent variables. 4. Randomly choose a set of allowable real numeric values for the parameters satisfying the constraints and compute the values of the dependent variables according to the corresponding weak SRRs. 5. Check whether all the points with the current values of coordinates are within the given window range and no two of them are too close. If not, then go back to
Step 4. 6. Draw the geometric objects and label the points with the current values of variables in the window(s) to obtain one or several static diagrams.
The dynamic animation of a drawn static diagram may be implemented by the following two additional steps. The following example illustrates the enhanced HLLW approach used in the process of diagram generation with our preliminary implementation. Example 1. Given two circles O1 and O2 and an arbitrary line AB, construct another circle O which is tangent to line AB at point B and tangent to circles O1 and O2, both externally, at points T1 and T2 respectively.
To express the order relation of external tangency, we need to use inequalities. Without loss of generality and to give a concise presentation of the results, let the coordinates of the points be assigned as follows: T2(u2, x2) . Then the geometric constraints may be expressed as the following semi-algebraic system of equalities and inequalities:
The correspondence between the geometric constraints and the polynomial equalities and inequalities is shown below: Assume that B and T2 are semi-free points, so that u1, u2 are free parameters. The set {F1, . . . , F4} of polynomials may be decomposed over Q(u1, u2) into one irreducible triangular set 
From this triangular set, using the solution formulas and eliminating the quantifiers, we obtain six weak SRRs. We list two of them below: 6 (u2 − 1) With these solution representations, the values of xi may be easily computed for any given real values of u1, u2 that satisfy the conditions and the corresponding dynamic diagram as shown in Figure 1 can be drawn and animated efficiently.
SOME GEOMETRIC CONFIGURATIONS
In this section, we report our studies on three well-known geometric configurations, the configuration of Apollonius cir-cles and the dynamic diagrams for Feuerbach's and Thébault-Taylor's theorems. These configurations are used as examples to show the advantages of the new real solution formulas of cubic and quartic equations with inequality constraints and to demonstrate the effectiveness of the enhanced HLLW approach. The configurations are formulated unambiguously with inequality constraints and thus cannot be handled by other existing methods and software packages designed for solving constraints involving equalities only.
Apollonius Circles
The problem is to construct circles that are simultaneously tangent to three given circles and it has applications in geometric modeling, biochemistry, and pharmacology. The construction and drawing of Apollonius circles have been studied extensively (see, e.g., [5, 9, 11, 12] ). However, most of the studies of the problem are based on algebraic formulations using equalities only, so internal contact and external contact of circles cannot be clearly distinguished. For many applications, what is of real interest is actually the case of external contact. The use of inequality constraints allows one to exclude the case of internal contact of circles.
The configuration of Apollonius circles has already been studied in [9] using the HLLW approach. Here we revisit the configuration in order to compare some of the solution representations in the SRRs computed using the Ferro-Cardanotype solution formulas and the new Lagrange-type solution formulas. For this purpose, let us use the same assignment of coordinates and the same algebraic formulation as in [9] . Following the HLLW approach as in [9] but using the new solution formulas instead of the old ones, we can compute six weak SRRs, of which two are listed as follows: ∆1(u1, u2, u3), x1 = X11, x2 = X2, x3 = X3, x4 = X4; ∆2(u1, u2, u3), x1 = X12, x2 = X2, x3 = X3, x4 = X4, where ∆1 and ∆2 are formulas composed of inequality constraints in the parameters u1, u2 and u3 only, X2, X3, X4 are solutions of simple linear and quadratic equations,
and c1, c2, ω are the same as in Theorem 1 of Section 2.
The representation corresponding to X11 given in [9] is
, may encounter the unstable case "0/0" when u1 = 0 or u1 ≈ 1.115749397. When the diagram is animated by gradually changing values of the parameters, it will be out of shape (e.g., some of the geometric objects disappear) if u1 is near 0 or 1.115749397. However, X11 = 0 when u1 = 0, and X11 ≈ 1.068695857 when u1 ≈ 1.115749397, so "0/0" does not occur. Note that the denominator u1 − 1, which is the initial of the first polynomial in the triangular set, cannot be avoided. Although the conditions ∆1 and ∆2 ensure We have also considered other cases of circle contacts, such as three internal contacts, one external and two internal contacts, and one internal and two external contacts, by changing the inequality constraints. Similar phenomena have been observed.
To further highlight the role of inequality constraints, let us look at the two diagrams, one with three external contacts and the other with two external contacts and one internal contact of circles, shown in Figure 2 . With inequality constraints, we can generate any of the two diagrams with the specified numbers of external and internal circle contacts and during dynamic animation of the generated diagram the numbers of circle contacts will remain unchanged. Without inequality constraints, one does not know a priori which of the two diagrams will be generated and during dynamic animation two externally tangent circles may become internally tangent, and vice versa.
Feuerbach Theorem
The circle passing through the feet of the three altitudes of an arbitrary triangle also passes through other six meaningful points and thus is called the nine-point circle of the triangle. Feuerbach's theorem [3] states that the nine-point circle of any triangle is tangent internally to the inscribed circle and externally to the three escribed circles. We want to draw part of this configuration: a dynamic diagram for the nine-point circle (with center N ) to be tangent to the inscribed circle (with center I). To specify the incenter I as an intersection point of angular bisectors, we need to ensure that the bisectors are all internal, which cannot be done by using polynomial equalities only. We can do so by using inequalities.
Let the coordinates of the points as shown in Figure 3 be assigned as follows: N (x8, x9) . The geometric constraints for the configuration may be specified by tan ∠CBI = tan ∠IBA, tan ∠CAI = tan ∠IAB, A1 is the midpoint of BC, A2 is the midpoint of AC, A3 is the midpoint of AB, |N A3| = |N A2|, |N A3| = |N A1|, I is inside △ABC. This specification may be translated into a semi-algebraic system of 9 polynomial equalities and 3 inequalities. The semi-algebraic system may then be decomposed by using the enhanced HLLW approach into the following two weak SRRs:
∆i(u1), x1 = X1i, x2 = X2, . . . , x9 = X9, i = 1, 2, The dynamic diagram generated automatically using the above weak SRRs is shown in Figure 3 , on the left-hand side; the diagram shown on the right-hand side is generated by changing the order relation to "I is outside △ABC".
Thébault-Taylor Theorem
The Thébault conjecture of 1938, confirmed by K. B. Taylor in 1983, has an interesting history itself and in the recent evolvement of automated theorem proving in geometry (see, e.g., [14, pp. 130-131] , [18] , and references therein). Its configurations, if specified unambiguously with order relations, present a challenge for dynamic diagram generation. Given a triangle ABC and any point D on BC, one version of the problem is to draw the inscribed circle and the circumcircle of the triangle and two additional circles, each tangent to AD, BC, and the circumcircle, such that their centers and the incenter of the triangular are collinear. The Thébault-Taylor theorem implies that this configuration is always drawable.
An unambiguous algebraic formulation of the problem requires polynomial inequalities and computing the SRRs of the semi-algebraic system is non-trivial. We have tried the enhanced HLLW approach in a brute-force way without suc- 11 The number r of distinct real roots of T can be determined by using the discrimination system: first produce the discrimination sequence [D1, . . . , D4] = [1, p3, p5, p1] of T with parametric coefficients, where p5 = 2 u cess. Here we consider a special case of the problem by assuming that D is the perpendicular foot of the line AD to BC. The coordinates of points are assigned as follows:
Even though the problem is considerably simplified in the special case, the computations involved in the HLLW approach still cannot be completed within one hour. The corresponding quantified formulas contain large polynomials in several variables, which makes quantifier elimination difficult. Therefore, we try to split the problem into subproblems of construction, following the basic idea of the graph-analysis approach. For our special problem, it is easy to observe that the constructions of the three circles I, O1, and O2 are completely separate, so we can divide the problem into three subproblems. For each subproblem, it is not very difficult to compute the SRRs of the corresponding semi-algebraic system using the enhanced HLLW approach. tan ∠CBI = tan ∠IBA, tan ∠ACI = tan ∠ICB, I is inside △ABC. The corresponding semi-algebraic system may be decomposed into two weak SRRs:
For all the three subproblems, solutions formulas of quartic equations with inequality constraints need be used for computing the weak SRRs. Combining these weak SRRs, we obtain 1 × 3 × 2 = 6 weak SRRs for the original problem in the special case (see Table 1 for the computing time). The dynamic diagram shown in Figure 4 has been generated automatically, making use of the computed SRRs.
IMPLEMENTATION AND EMPIRICAL DATA
In this section, we discuss our implementation of the process of dynamic diagram generation using both the original and the enhanced HLLW approach, point out the functionalities of the current version of our implemented program, and present some empirical data in table form to show the performance of the program for generating the diagrams of 10 theorems in plane Euclidean geometry.
We have implemented the process of diagram generation sketched in Section 3 in Java with interface to the Epsilon library [14] in Maple and the QEPCAD program [1] in C. The main part of the program is written in Java, one of the most convenient programming languages for graphics, animation, web, and interface implementation. It provides a graphic user interface (see Figure 5 ) which allows the user to input the predicate specification of the geometric constraints of a diagram and to animate and fine-tune the generated diagram by mouse click and dragging. This diagram generation program is independent of GEOTHER and the previous implementation of the HLLW approach therein. It is still under development and will be made available at http://geo.cc4cm.org.
The input specification of the geometric constraints is parsed and translated in Java into a semi-algebraic system of equalities and inequalities. The decomposition of the set of (equality) polynomials into irreducible triangular sets requires extensive polynomial operations, including factorization over successive algebraic extension fields, and thus cannot be easily implemented from scratch in Java. Therefore, we decided to use an external computer algebra system in which basic polynomial operations are well implemented. Our choice of Maple is mainly due to the fact that the Epsilon library [14] containing an implementation of several efficient triangular decomposition methods has been developed in the system. In our Java program, a piece of Maple code is generated and Maple is invoked to execute the code. In Maple, the set of (equality) polynomials is decomposed by using one of the Epsilon functions into irreducible triangular sets and QEPCAD is then invoked to eliminate quantifiers from the real solution formulas of equations of the polynomials in the triangular sets with inequality constraints. The computed SRRs are written into a file for the Java program to read in.
QEPCAD [1] is a powerful C program for quantifier elimination based on partial cylindrical algebraic decomposition [2] . It has been widely used to deal with decision and computation problems involving inequalities over the reals. We have also considered other programs for real quantifier [16, 4] , QEQUAD [8] , and SturmHabicht [6] . From some example tests, we have observed that QEPCAD takes less computing time and outputs simpler formulas in general. For the Apollonius circles problem, REDLOG cannot finish the required quantifier elimination within one hour, while QEPCAD can do it in 83 seconds on the same computer.
The main Java program parses the SRRs read from the file, chooses a set of real values satisfying the conditions in the SRRs for the parameters, computes the corresponding values of the dependent variables according to the SRRs, draw a static diagram according to the values of the variables, and update the diagram with new values of the variables, when the values of the parameters are changed (e.g., by mouse dragging), by recomputing the values of the dependent variables according to the SRRs. Table 1 shows the number of parameters, the number of dependent variables, the highest degree of equalities, and the number of inequality constraints for 10 semi-algebraic systems expressing the hypotheses of 10 well-known geometric theorems and the times for triangular decomposition, quantifier elimination, and the whole process of computing the SRRs of each semi-algebraic system. All the computations were performed on an x86 64 under Linux 2.6.18 and the times are given in CPU seconds. The quantifier elimination time includes not only the time of computation with QEP-CAD, but also the time for invoking QEPCAD and translating the formulas into the QEPCAD input format. The latter depends on how many times QEPCAD is called in the problem and each call costs less than one second. From Table 1 , one sees that quantifier elimination using QEPCAD is the most time-consuming step of the (enhanced) HLLW approach. This is not a surprise because it is known that inequality constraints are difficult to handle.
With the interfaces between Java, Maple, and QEPCAD, the entire process of dynamic diagram generation is fully automated. For the involved symbolic and numeric computation, there are two main stages: preprocessing and updating. The preprocessing stage, carried out only once for each problem, computes symbolically the SRRs of the semi-algebraic system. Usually, it involves heavy algebraic computations and is time-consuming. The updating stage, which may be carried out repeatedly, evaluates numerically the values of the dependant variables for changing values of the parameters according to the (same) SRRs. Updating can be repeated reliably and efficiently for real-time dynamic animation because the involved numeric evaluations of the SRRs are computationally fast. 
